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SOLCHAR TJ

SOFTWARE
Solchar is designed to provide
a much-needed,
cost-saving solution for the
automation of accounts
receivable cheque, remittance
and voucher processing.

SOLCHAR
Automates paper payment processing, drastically reducing cost to
your organisation.

• Save time and costs by significantly reducing processing time

A wide range of organisations
– including local authorities,
financial institutions, retailers,
law firms and charities benefit
from using Solchar and
have already taken advantage
of its innovative software to
save time and costs associated
with processing in-coming
cheque payments.
Developed in partnership with
the banking sector and through
the introduction of the Image
Clearing System (ICS) in 2017,
Solchar will integrate with your
existing financial ledgers to
eliminate all manual processing
of payments and avoid the
need to take physical cheques
to the bank for depositing.
Hague Software Solutions has
partnerships with all of the
leading scanner manufacturers.

 liminate financial risk by quickly identifying and then
•E
rectifying payment issues
• Quickly process and send large volumes of payments
• Intuitive and user-friendly software
• Configurable for use with any paper payment
• Multi-level user access privileges ensure security
• Comply with ALL anti-money and anti-fraud legislation

Scan a batch
of cheques,
vouchers or
paper payments
in seconds.

SOLCHAR
Optical character
recognition
Networkable
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High-speed,
dual-side
image capture
Completely secure
Networked,
web-based or
stand-alone options

SOLCHAR TF & ICS
SOLCHAR TF
Instantly recall previous transactions.

SOLCHAR ICS
CONNECTOR

Solchar TF gives you the power to locate all previously
processed transactions in an instant.

The add-on tool that integrates with the ICS
or your bank to enable electronic clearing of
cheques and credits.

Remove confusion and doubt

New industry standards compliant

Answer questions, fast

Solchar TF returns every piece of information relating to a
particular transaction or batch, including images. You will
be able to quickly and confidently validate information.

Equip many users
Solchar TF is affordable to roll-out to as many users as
you require, giving access to every team member who
needs to utilise its powerful search capabilities.

The connector transmits data, images and clearing
messages, combining the workflow capabilities of
TJ to meet the requirements of the ICS.

Validation and verification
The connector validates sort codes against the
sorting code directory, checks for duplications and
manages work batches under the ICS item, ICS
transaction and ICS submission IDs, applying the
required X.509 digital signatures automatically.

No need to visit the bank to hand over cheques

SOLCHAR TF
Powerful search &
find functionality
Supports wide or
narrow searches
Audit history
search supported
Exportable search
& report results

The connector enables electronic banking of
cheques and credits directly from your PC.
Eliminating the need to physically take them to
the bank reduces time and saves cost as well as
enabling next-day payment of funds.

“

”

Hague Software Solutions were able to quickly reconfigure Solchar

to meet our exact needs. They travelled to Belfast and worked
with me to set up the main transaction server, providing me with

instructions on how to configure the rest of our branch network.
Neal Finlay, IT Support Analyst at Progressive Building Society

Some of the companies currently using Solchar
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